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Abstract

A series of virtual reality based educational modules are being developed to explore the capabilities of this emerging technology, and to determine how and where virtual reality can provide the greatest benefits to engineering educators. The most advanced application, Vicher, has been significantly expanded and split into two modules. Student evaluations of a newly developed safety analysis module show great promise, but also the need for further development. Other modules being developed cover topics in atomic crystal structures, fluid flow characteristics, thermodynamic relationships, and four component azeotropic distillation. This paper will describe the latest developments in the ongoing investigation of virtual reality as an educational medium.

Introduction and Background

Engineering educators are making use of an increasing number of computer simulation packages to aid them in attaining their educational objectives. The reasons for doing so include the desire to reach students that have alternate learning styles, to provide experience based education, and to augment traditional laboratory facilities that are being stretched increasingly thin with growing enrollments. Computer simulations also provide students with access to environments that would not otherwise be available to them.

Virtual reality, VR, is an emerging technology that strives to greatly increase the realism of simulations by immersing users deeply within interactive three dimensional computer generated environments. This added realism has great potential to increase the impact and overall effectiveness of educational simulations. VR may also bring previously unconsidered capabilities to engineering education.

However before VR can be effectively applied, it is first necessary to determine its strengths and weaknesses, the situations that are most apt to benefit from VR, and how to employ VR in scientific and technical contexts. In order to investigate some of these issues, a number of VR based educational modules are under development, with the following three main goals:

1. To produce modules with as much practical use to as many students as possible. The educational modules all run on personal computers, and eventual distribution will involve minimal end-user cost.

2. To determine what educational situations will benefit most from virtual reality. A wide variety of topics are being explored to determine where this technology is best suited.

3. To develop techniques for the display of, and interaction with, scientific and technological information and concepts in a virtual world. These techniques can later be applied to practical engineering problems using more advanced equipment than that commonly available to students.
RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

Along with major expansions to the original VR based educational simulator Vicher, a number of new modules have been developed to investigate different aspects of VR. Evaluations from over 150 students have been analyzed, and steps have been taken to test some modules at other universities. The following sections provide further details regarding particular modules.

**Vicher**

Vicher (Virtual Chemical Reaction Module) allows students to explore various topics in chemical kinetics and reactor design. Because Vicher was first presented at this conference last year, and because a full description of the current status of Vicher is also available the following covers only the changes made to Vicher over the past year.

Vicher originally consisted of a welcome center, two reaction engineering areas, and two microscopic exploration areas, as shown in Figure 1 and described previously. Vicher has since been expanded and split into two modules, Vicher I and Vicher II, dealing with industrial response to catalyst decay and non-isothermal effects in reactor design respectively.

![Figure 1: Original Components of Vicher](image)

The major new additions to Vicher I, as indicated by the bold boxes in Figure 2, are a new and improved welcome center, the time-temperature reactor room, and a new close-up view of the catalyst pore surface. The time-temperature room illustrates how reactor temperatures can be increased over time to compensate for slowly decaying catalyst, and the drawbacks involved in such a procedure. This approach is at the opposite end of the scale from the transport reactor, which is used to handle rapidly decaying catalyst. Medium rates of catalyst decay are handled by the moving bed reactor, which is currently under construction as indicated by the dashed box in Figure 2.

The catalyst pore interior has always been an area of intense activity, in which many molecules carry out diffusion and reaction processes. This high degree of activity has made it difficult for students to readily observe the reaction processes taking place. Therefore, a new area has been added to Vicher I, which shows the catalyst surface at such a high magnification factor that only a single reacting molecule is within sight at any one time. This new surface allows a single reaction to be observed repeatedly and predictably.
Vicher II, as shown in Figure 3, deals with non-isothermal effects in reactor design. Newly developed areas (bold boxes) consist of a new welcome center and the multiple steady states reactor room. The latter area illustrates the ignition/extinction operating conditions exhibited by exothermic reactions occurring in jacketed CSTRS. Under construction (dashed box) is an area with multiple reactors in series with inter-stage cooling. This approach is used to overcome equilibrium limitations encountered in certain exothermic reactions. Photographs of actual equipment will be used to increase the accuracy and realism of the staged reactor area’s development.

Figure 3: New Structure of Vicher II
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Safety

One of the strong benefits of virtual reality is that it provides unlimited access to locations that are inaccessible in the real world due to constraints of economics, logistics, physical access, or inherent danger. Focusing on the last of these constraints, danger, and to a lesser extent logistics, development has commenced on a VR module for safety and hazards analysis of a modern chemical production facility. In this module, students can not only examine the chemical processing equipment and safety systems, but they can also explore the nearby environment (river, hospital, local businesses) and access other safety related information such as material safety data sheets.

Eight rolls of film taken at a nearby chemical plant have been used in two ways to improve the module. First, they were used as references when constructing the virtual facilities. Second, some of the photographs were scanned into the module’s “help” system, as shown in Figure 4. With this approach students can see the general layout of the equipment in virtual reality, and then pull up a separate window to see what the equipment looks like in the real world, thereby making the best use of both mediums.

At a very early stage of development, 155 students from a first semester senior design class were asked to use the safety module to practice their hazards analysis skills, and to evaluate the current and expected value of the simulation and VR technology as educational tools. Although most students rated the current value of the simulation at medium to low, 82% see the potential value as high once the module is completed. (The students correctly assessed that the help system was sketchy and incomplete during these early trials. There are also some navigational issues to be addressed.) The head-mounted display employed for these trials received similar rankings, with most respondents ranking the value as medium or below with current technology and 80% ranking the value above medium for the expected value when the visual resolution improves.
Spatial Relationships

Virtual reality provides an interactive environment in which three dimensional objects can be viewed from all possible viewpoints. The question that this raises is then “What is this capability good for? In what situations can students benefit from a three dimensional point of view?” In other fields the answer has been spatial relationships. Architects have used VR to determine whether proposed buildings had sufficient clearance and accessibility for wheelchair users. Medical students have used VR to learn the relationships between the locations of internal organs. For our work we have produced three small modules for exploring the use of VR to view spatial relationships in chemical engineering.

The first two of these deal with face-centered cubic and body centered cubic crystal structure geometries, as shown in Figure 5. These modules contain a single unit cell and a lattice of 3x3 unit cells in which the central cell is highlighted. Students can fly through the structures to observe the arrangements of the atoms from any viewpoint.

The third module illustrates fluid flow in circular conduits, as shown in Figure 6. A parabolic profile moves down the pipe, followed by tracers that are coded by both color and length to indicate their relative velocity. Students may enter inside the pipe to observe flow patterns more closely. Student evaluations of these two modules have not yet been completed.

Information Space

Another attractive feature of VR is the access it provides to information space - a land where there are no tangible objects, but only data and concepts portrayed in a variety of representations. There are two major issues to be investigated in this realm: “In what ways can students and engineers benefit from this ability?”, and “How can the various components of VR (color, motion, size, shape, etc.) be best used to portray scientific and technical concepts?” Again, three small modules have been developed to explore these topics.

The first of these modules uses different characteristics to indicate properties of an ideal gas. A cylindrical shaped sample of gas (removed from the classic piston-and-cylinder apparatus used to study PVT relationships) bulges at high pressures, enlarges at high molar volumes, and changes color from blue to red with increasing temperatures. Entropy is indicated by sound, ranging from smooth and mellow at low entropy to a raucous cacophony at high entropy. The PVT application is shown in the right side of Figure 7.

In a further effort to explore information space, a module has been developed that attempts to illustrate Maxwell’s relationships between thermodynamic properties and their derivatives. This module shows four energy surfaces (G, H, U, and A) as functions of four independent variables (P, V, T, and S). The partial derivatives of each of the energy surfaces with respect to the independent variables are indicated by vectors attached to the surfaces with the appropriate slope. Color coding is used to indicate the relationships between independent variables for one energy surface with derivatives of other surfaces. (Maxwell’s relations) For example, volume is always green, whether shown as an independent axis or as a derivative vector. Students can change the pressure and molar volume of the system, and all other values adjust accordingly. This application is illustrated in the left side of Figure 7.
Also in information space, an industrial contact expressed an interest in viewing binary distillation residue curves of four component azeotropic mixtures using VR, and so the application shown in Figure 8 was developed. The framework is an equilateral pyramid, which acts as a three dimensional extension of triangular graph paper, with pure components located at each of the four corners of the pyramid. Color is used to indicate the chemical composition of any interior point, with the pure components represented by red, blue, green, and white. The lines that flow through the pyramid connect distillate and bottoms compositions for different feed compositions.

Figure 8: Four component azeotropic distillation residue curves.

CONCLUSIONS

Great progress has been made over the past year, but there still remains much to be done. The final areas of the Vicher modules are under construction, but accompanying materials still need to be written and extensive testing remains to be done. Undoubtedly there will be necessary refinements revealed as a result of the evaluation process.

The safety module shows great potential, but requires extensive fleshing out before that potential can be realized. The other modules begin to illustrate some of the capabilities of VR, however it still remains to be determined how and where those capabilities can best be applied to engineering education.
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